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Abstract

Let / : A -> B be a ring homomorphism of not necessarily unital rings and / < A an ideal which is

mapped by / isomorphically to an ideal of B. The obstruction to excision in K-theory is the failure of

the map between relative A"-groups K*{A : I) —> K*{B : / ( /)) to be an isomorphism; it is measured by

the birelative groups K»(A,B : I). We show that these are rationally isomorphic to the corresponding

birelative groups for cyclic homology up to a dimension shift. In the particular case when A and B are

Q-algebras we obtain an integral isomorphism.
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0. INTRODUCTION

Algebraic .ftf-theory does not satisfy excision. This means that if / : A -» B is a ring homomorphism

and / < A is an ideal carried isomorphically to an ideal of B, then the map of relative if-groups Kt (A :

I) -¥ Kt(B : I) := K*(B : /( /)) is not an isomorphism in general. The obstruction is measured by

birelative groups K9 {A, B : I) which are defined so as to fit in a long exact sequence

Kn+1(B : I) -> Kn(A,B : I) -* Kn(A : /) -> Kn(B : I)

Similarly the obstruction to excision in cyclic homology is measured by birelative groups HC*(A,B : I).

The main theorem of this paper is that both obstructions are rationally the same up to a dimension shift.

Main theorem 0.1. Let f : A -» B be a homomorphism of not necessarily unital rings and I < A an

ideal which is carried by f isomorphically onto an ideal of B. Then there is a rational isomorphism

v, :K,(A,B : / ) ® Q 4 HC—I(A,B : I) <g> Q

/ / moreover A and B are Q-algebras, then both K*{A,B : I) and HC,-\(A,B : I) are Q-vectorspaces.

In particular we have an integral isomorphism K*(A,B : I) = HC*-i(A,B : I).

The theorem is trivially true for * < 0, in which case both birelative K- and cyclic homology groups

are zero. The particular case of the isomorphism of the theorem when * = 1 was proved in [7]. In [6]

the statement of the theorem was conjectured to hold when A and B are commutative unital Q-algebras

and B is a finite integral extension of A, (KABI conjecture) and it was shown its validity permits

computation of the .Ff-theory of singular curves in terms of their cyclic homology and of the Jf-theory

of nonsingular curves. In [8] 0.1 was conjectured for unital Q-algebras and it was shown that for * = 2

the left-hand side maps surjectively onto the right-hand side. The corollary below concerns the birelative

groups Km(A : I, J) associated to any pair of ideals / , J < A; they are denned so as to fit in a long exact

sequence

Kn+1(A/J : I + J/J) -> Kn(A : I, J) -> Kn(A : I) -> Kn{A/J : I + J/J)

Corollary 0.2. Let A be a ring and I,J<A ideals such that I C\ J is nilpotent. Then there is a rational

isomorphism of birelative groups

K,(A:I,J)®QZ HC,-i(A : / , J) ® Q

/ / moreover A is a Q-algebra then both Kt(A : I,J) and HC»-\{A : I,J) are Q-vectorspaces and the

isomorphism is integral.

Proof. When I H J = 0 this the particular case of 0.1 when / is surjective. The general case of the

corollary follows from this and from Goodwillie's rational isomorphisms ([11])

K,(A : I n J) <g> Q =K*(A ® Q : (/ D J) <g> Q)

3 HC,_i (A : IH J) ® Q = #C,_i (A ® Q : (/ f~l J) ® Q) •

The result of the corollary above for A unital was announced in [17]; however the proof in loc. cit.

turned out to have a gap (cf. [9], page 591, line 1). For I C\ J = 0 and * < 1 it is well-known that both
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birelative K- and cyclic homology groups vanish. The case * = 2 for /PI J — 0 was proved independently

in [12] and [14]. An application of 0.2 to the computation of the if-theory of particular rings -other that

coordinate rings of curves- in terms of their cyclic homology was given in [9], thm 3.1; see also [6], thm.

7.3.

Sketch of Proof of 0.1. For simplicity of notation, only the case of Q-algebras is considered in this

discussion; however the paper treats the general case as well. We will show that there is an integral

isomorphism K,(A,B : I) = HC,-i(A,B,I). That both these groups are Q-vectorspaces follows from

[21] in the first case and is trivial in the second. Write HN* and HP, for negative cyclic and periodic

cyclic homology. There is a long exact sequence

(1) tf C n _ ! ( A , B : I ) - > HNn(A, B : J) -> HPn(A,B : I) -> HCn-2{A,B : / )

In view of Cuntz-Quillen's excision theorem [4], we have HP*(A,B : /) = 0, and therefore HC*-i(A,B :

I) = HN*(A,B : I). To prove 0.1 it suffices to show that the Jones-Goodwillie Chern character ch, :

K* (R) -> HN, (R) (R a (IJ-algebra) induces an isomorphism

(2) eft, : K, (A, B : /) 4 HN* (A, B : I)

Consider the relative groups Fn fitting in the long exact sequence

(3) HNn+1(R) -* Fn(R) -4 Kn{R) -> HNn(R)

That (2) is an isomorphism is equivalent to saying that F*(A, B : /) = 0, or in other words that F-theory

satisfies excision. Using the exact sequence (3) again, we note that by Goodwillie's theorem ([11]), F is

invariant under nilpotent extensions. This means that if J < R is an ideal of a Q-algebra R, then the

natural map

F(R/J°°) := holim F{R/Jn) 4 F{R/J)
n

from the topological F-theory space of the completion to the F-theory of the quotient is a homotopy

equivalence. Therefore to prove the theorem it suffices to show that

(4) F,(A,B : /°°) = 7T» hofiber(F(A : J°°) ->• F(B : 7°°)) = 0

A trick due to Cuntz and Quillen ([4], proof of thm. 5.3) allows one to restrict to proving (4) when / can

be embedded as an ideal in a free algebra T. In fact the arguments used in [4] can be generalized to show

that any theory which is invariant under nilpotent extensions -such as periodic cyclic and F-theory- and

such that (4) holds for every ideal / of every free algebra, satisfies excision (see 2.6). It follows from [4],

prop. 4.2 and 4.3, that if / is an ideal of a free algebra then for every r > 0 and every n > 1 there exists

a k > n such that the map induced by the inclusion Ik C In at the level of bar homology is the zero

map. In other words the pro-vectorspace

(5) H b
r

a T { I ° ° ) = { H h
r

a T { I n ) : n > l } = 0 r > 0

is trivial. Next recall the theorem of Suslin and Wodzicki [19] which says that if / as in 0.1 sat-

isfies Hlar(I) = 0 then Km(A,B,I) = HC,{A,B,I) = 0. Essentially the same proof shows that



K,(A, B, I°°) = 0 whenever (5) holds (as shown in section 3). One only needs to verify that the standard

results about the Serre spectral sequence used repeatedly in loc. cit. remain valid in the pro-setting

(this is done in section 1). On the other hand, again under the hypothesis (5), HC*(A,B,I°°) = 0

(as follows from [22]), so using this together with excision for HP and the sequence (1) it follows that

HN*(A,B,I°°) = 0. Thus (4) holds whenever (5) does, and in particular when / is an ideal of a free

algebra. •

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we prove that some basic results concerning

Serre fibrations used extensively in [19] remain valid for pro-spaces. In section 2 we generalize Cuntz-

Quillen's excision principle. In section 3 we prove the main theorem.

Note on notation. In this paper space=simplicial set.

1. PRO-SPACES

Notation 1.1. If C is a category, we write pro-C for the category of all inverse systems

{crn+i : Cn+i -4 Cn : n € Z>i}

of objects of C. The set of homomorphisms of two pro-objects C and D in pro-C is by defintion

hompro -c(C,D) = limcolim home (Cm,-Dn)
n m

Thus a map C —> D is an equivalence class of maps of inverse systems

f-{Ck(n) }n->{Dn}n

where k : Z>i ->• Z>j satisfies k(n) > n for all n. In the particular case when k is the identity we say that

/ (and also its equivalence class) is a level map. We use the letter a (often with no subscript) to mean

the transition maps of any pro-objects appearing in this paper. If k > n, we write ak,n for the composite

O~k,n '•= O~n+1 o • • • o <Ti

If (G, L) is a pair consisting of a group G and a left G-module L then by a morphism from (G, L) to

another such pair (H, M) we mean a group homomorphism / : G -> H together with a homomorphism

of abelian groups L -> M -which we shall also denote / - such that

We write C»(G, M) for the bar complex of G with coefficients in M.

Lemma 1.2. Let (G,M) = {crn+i : (Gn +i ,Mn +i) -> (Gn,Mn) : n > 1} be a sequence of pairs consisting

at each level n of a group Gn and a left Gn-module Mn, together with transition maps an which are

morphisms of such pairs in the sense of 1.1. Assume that

(Vn)(3A; = k(n) > n) such that (Vg €Gk,x6 Mk) crk,n(gx) = ak,n{
x)

Then there is a natural short exact sequence pro-graded abelian groups

0 -> {H.(Gn) ®z Mn} -> {H,(Gn,Mn)} -> {1or(H.-1(Gn),Mn)} -4 0
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Proof. For each n, view Mn as a Gjt(n)-module via <Jk(n),n. Then the inverse systems formed by the

maps (l,o-jfc(n),n) : (Gk(n),Mk(n)) -» (Gk(n),Mn) and (ak{n),nA) • (G fc(n),Mn) -4 (G n ,M n ) represent two

mutually inverse isomorphisms

{(Gn,Mn)}*{(Gk{n),Mn)}

Applying the functor (G,M) -» C»(G, M) we obtain isomorphic procomplexes, whence isomorphic pro-

homology. The exact sequence of the lemma is induced by the levelwise exact sequence

(6) 0 -> ff.(Gt(n),Z)® Mn -> H,(Gk(n],Mn) -> T o r ^ - ^ G ^ . Z J . M , , ) -> 0

D

Notation 1.3. Let ,4 be an abelian category and (E^q,d,2) a first quadrant spectral sequence in .4 of

homological type. We say that the spectral sequence is edge dominated if for every p, q the following

condition is satisfied

(7) If either £0
2

i9 = 0 or f £ 0 = E*_ l i 0 = 0 then £ £ , = 0

Proposition 1.4. Ze£ E2 -> £ ' 2 6e a map o/ edge dominated first quadrant spectral sequences in an

abelian category A- Let H and H' be filtered graded objects such that E converges to H and E' to H'.

Consider the maps

(8) E,fi -> £', ,o, £o,. ->• E'o,., ^ . -> ^ i

/ / any two of the maps in (8) is an isomorphism, then so is the third.

Proof. Zeeman's proof of his comparison theorem [24] proves this statement. •

Lemma 1.5. Let f : X —» Y be a map of towers of pointed simple fibrant spaces. Assume

Hn(f) : {Hn(Xm)}m -»• {Hn(Ym)}m

is a pro-isomorphism for each n. Then nn(f) is a pro-isomorphism for each n. In particular,

holim X -> holim Y

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. We follow step by step a standard proof for the case of spaces and check it works for pro-spaces.

-Step one. Prove that if n > 2 and Z is fibrant and n-\- pro-connected then Hr(Z) = 0 for r < n — 1 and

HnZ = 7rnZ. The proof in [16], Ch. 2, 13.6, works with the following observations. The homotopy exact

sequence of a level fibration is an inverse system of exact sequences, whence pro-exact. Thus EnZ -> Z is

a homotopy pro-equivalence (notation is as in [16]). By [1], III.3.4, this implies that it is also a homology

equivalence, whence Z can be replaced by EnZ, in which case the assertion is clear.

- Step two. Conclude from step one that if Z is simply connected and Hn(Z) = 0 for all n, then nn(Z) = 0

(cf. [16] Ch 2, 13.7).



- Step three. Prove the lemma for X and Y simply connected, as follows. Because every map factors

naturally as a weak equivalence followed by a fibration, we may assume / is a fibration at each level with

fiber F. Consider the diagram

F > X —f—> Y

I 'I b
The proof follows from step two using the levelwise Serre's spectral sequence, Poincare's theorem ([16]

Ch. 2, 13.5), and 1.4.

-Step 4. Prove the general case. For this one considers the map of levelwise fibrations

K(mX,0) > X • X

1 1' I '
K(inY,0) > Y > Y

next uses Poincare's theorem together with the levelwise Serre's spectral sequence (in its general version,

see [5] App. II, 4.5) to get H*(X) = H*(Y), and finally applies step three. D

2. CUNTZ-QUILLEN EXCISION PRINCIPLE

In this section we consider associative, not necessarily unital algebras over a fixed ground ring k. We

write Ass for the category of algebras and Ass\ for the subcategory of unital algebras and unit preserving

maps. We write

A>-> A

for the left adjoint functor to the inclusion Ass\ C Ass. Throughout this section X will be a fixed

functor from Ass\ to fibrant spectra (terminology for spectra is as in [20]). Let A 6 Assi, I < A an

ideal, IT : A -» A/I the projection. Write X(A : /) for the homotopy fiber of X(TT). If A = {An} is a

pro-algebra, and I = {/„} a (levelwise) pro-ideal we put

X{A) = holimX(An) X(A : I) = holimX(.4n : In)
n n

We say that A £ Ass is (X-)excisive if for every commutative diagram

(9) -.A.

such that B —¥ C is a map in Ass\ and both arrows out of A embed it as an ideal, the map

X{B : A) -4 X{C : A)

is an equivalence. We note it is enough to check this condition for B = A. The functor X is called

excisive if every A € Ass is. We say that A is oo-excisive if for every diagram (9) the induced map

X(B : A°°) -4 X(C : A°°)

is an equivalence. Here as in [4], 4̂°° = {̂4™}n with the natural inclusions as transition maps. Finally

we say that X is nilinvariant if X(B : A) is contractible for every nilpotent ideal A < B.



Lemma 2.1. Let

()->• A-> B ->C -+0

be an exact sequence in Ass. Assume A is excisive. Then there is a homotopy equivalence

X(A :A)-*Y:= hofiber(X(2? : B) -> X(C : C))

which fits into a homotopy commutative diagram

.Y

X(A : A) > X{B : B)

where the other two maps are the canonical ones.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of augmented algebras

It follows from the commutativity of this diagram that Y is also the homotopy fiber of the map

X{B : A) ->• X(k : 0) = HOM,(A[1] : X(k))

Here HOM«(A[1] : X(k)) is the space of paths starting at the basepoint; it is canonically contractible.

Thus there is a natural homotopy equivalence j : X(B : A) ^> Y. By hypothesis, the natural map

i : X(A : A) —> X(B : A) is an equivalence also. The composite map j o i satisfies the requirements of

the lemma. •

Corollary 2.2. Let f : B —> C be a homomorphism in Ass carrying an ideal A< B isomorphically onto

an ideal of C . Write Y{B : A) and Y{C : A) for the homotopy fibers of X(B : B) ->• X{B~JA : B/A) and

X(C : C) -¥ X(C/f(A) : C/f(A)). Assume A is excisive. Then the natural map

Y(B : A) ^ Y(C : A)

is an equivalence.

Proof. Immediate from the commutativity of the diagram of augmented algebras

A >B >C

k »- B/A »- C/A

a

Remark 2.3. The rule A -4 Y(A) := X(A : A) defines a functorial fibrant spectrum on Ass. In case

the canonical map

X(A) 4 X(A) x X(k)
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is a homotopy equivalence for all A S Ass\, one has a natural homotopy equivalence Y(A) -^ X(A) for

4̂ € .4ssi. Thus in this case Y extends X up to homotopy. In any case, the previous lemma implies that

Y is excisive if X is.

Lemma 2.4. If X is nilinvariant and A is oo-excisive, then A is excisive.

Proof. Let B, C and / be as in (9). We have a commutative diagram of level pro-maps

B > B/A00 y B/A

i 1 1
C • C/A°° • C/A

Apply X to this diagram, noting that X(R) -* X(R) if R is a constant pro-algebra. •
Lemma 2.5. If every ideal of every free unital algebra is excisive, then X is excisive.

Proof. Let F : Sets -¥ Assi be the free unital algebra functor. For R 6 Assi let JR = ker(FR -> R) and

p : R —> FR be respectively the kernel of the projection and its natural set-theoretic section. If R € Ass\,

then JR is the ideal generated by p(l) - 1 and by the elements of the form p(o + b) - p(a) - p(b) and of

the form p{ab) — p(a)p(b) (a,b 6 R). In particular J preserves surjections. It follows from this and the

snake lemma that if B £ Assi and A < B is an ideal, then I = ker(F(B) -> F(B/A)) maps onto A. The

kernel of the surjection / —¥ A is L :=• JB n / . We have a commutative diagram

(10)

Apply X to this diagram to get a commutative diagram of spaces

(11) X{I:I) >X{FB:I)

X(A : A)

The decorated arrow is an equivalence because / is an ideal of FB, and the latter is free unital. Let

7 : F -»• G be the induced map between the homotopy fibers of the vertical maps in (11). Consider the

commutative diagram

(12)



Applying X and taking homotopy fibers, we obtain a commutative cube of spaces of which the top and

bottom squares are respectively

(13) X(JB : JB) »• X(J{BjA) : J{B/A))

.1 ^ 1
X(L : L) > X(k : 0)

and

(14) X(FB : JB) > X(F(B/A) : J(B/A))

X(I: L) »• X(k : 0)

Because each of L, JB and J(B/A) is an ideal of a free algebra, all arrows connecting the two diagrams

are homotopy equivalences. On the other hand the spaces F and G are the homotopy fibers of the the

horizontal arrows of (14) and 7 is the induced map. Thus it suffices to show that the homotopy fibers of

the horizontal arrows of (13) are equivalent. But this is immediate from 2.1 and its proof. D

Proposition 2.6. Let X be a functor from Assi to fibrant spectra. Assume that X is nilinvariant and

that every ideal of every free unital ring F is oo-excisive. Then X is excisive.

Proof. Immediate from 2.4 and 2.5. •

Definition 2.7. The infinitesimal hypercohomology of an object A € Assi with coefficients in A" is the

fibrant spectrum

M(Ainf,X) := (M(Ainf,X
n) 4 QM(Ainf, Xn+1))

where

M(Ainf,X
n) :=holimXn

and where Ainf is the category of all surjections with nilpotent kernel B -+ A; X is viewed as a functor on

Ainf by (B -> A) i-> X(B). There is a natural map M(Ainf,X) -+ X(A); we write TX for the delooping

of its homotopy fiber. Thus TX is the fibrant spectrum of which the n-th space is

rXn(A) = hofiber(H(.4in/,X
n+1) -*• Xn+1(A))

We have a map of spectra

cr :X{A)-¥ TX(A)

of which the homotopy fiber is M(Ainf, X). We call cT the tautological character of A'.

Corollary 2.8. Assume every ideal of every free unital algebra is oo-excisive for both X and TX. Let

f : A —> B € Assi be a homomorphism carrying an ideal I < A isomorphically onto an ideal of B. Write

X(A,B : I) := hofiber(X(^l: 7) -> X(B : /))

Then the tautological character induces a homotopy equivalence

cT :X(A,B:I)^TX(A,B:I)



Proof. Immediate from 2.6 and the nilinvariance of M(Ainf, X) (cf. [2]). •

Remark 2.9. Infinitesimal hypercohomology and the tautological character can also be defined for func-

tors on Ass, an in fact for functors on any category having a suitable notion of infinitesimal extension

(cf. [2]). In particular for Y as in 2.1, the character Y(A) —> TY(A) is defined, and its homotopy fiber is

nilinvariant. The proof of 2.8 together with 2.3 show that, under the hypothesis of 2.8, the map

cT :Y(A,B:I)->TY{A,B:I)

is an equivalence for every map / : A -»• B £ Ass carrying I isomorphically onto an ideal of B.

Example 2.10. Let X be the cyclic homology spectrum. Then

H(Ainf,X) is periodic cyclic homology, r«X is negative cyclic homology, and the long exact sequence of

homotopy groups of the fibration sequence which defines TX is the Si?/-sequence

HCn^(A) -> HNn(A) -> HPn(A) -> HCn-2{A)

This follows from the fact that M(Ainf, ?) preserves homotopy fibrations, that when applied to the periodic

cyclic spectrum is again the periodic cyclic spectrum (cf. [2], 4.0) and that when applied to the negative

cyclic spectrum is nullhomotopic (cf. [3], proof of thm. 5.1). Note 2.8 is not particularly helpful to prove

excision for HP, since Wodzicki's theorem only gives oo-excision for HC. The proof in [4] uses a different

method. An example when 2.8 is useful is provided by rational K-theory, as is shown in the next section.

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

Proof, (of the Main Theorem). Assume / : A -> B is a morphism of unital rings. We shall see in the

course of the proof that the nonunital case follows from the unital one. By 3.1 we may further restrict

ourselves to K-theory with rational coefficients. Next, recall there is a long exact sequence

HPn+1(A) -»• HCn-i{A) -> HNn(A) -> HPn{A)

relating cyclic homology with periodic and negative cyclic homology. The birelative version of this

sequence, together with the fact that periodic cyclic homology is excisive in characteristic zero ([4]), and

the fact that HC commutes with ®Q, produce an isomorphism

(15) HCn-1(A,B:I)®Q = HNn(A®Q,B®Q: I®Q) (neZ)

The Jones-Goodwillie Chern character gives a map

(16) chn : K%(R) -+ HNn(R ®Q) (n e Z)

for every unital ring R (its construction is recalled in 3.2 below). We want to show that the birelative

version of this map is an isomorphism for A,B, I as in the theorem. By 3.3 the Jones-Goodwillie map

agrees with the tautological character of 2.7. By [22], [4] 4.2, 4.3, and 5.3 and (15), every ideal of every

free algebra is oo-excisive for HN in the sense of the previous section. Hence by 2.8 it suffices to show

that every ideal A of every free unital algebra is oo-excisive for rational AT-theory; by 2.9 this suffices
10



also for the nonunital case. Using the fact that K-theory is excisive in dimensions < 0, one is reduced to

showing that for every diagram of the form (9) the map of pro-vectorspaces

(17) {K$(B : Am)}m 4 {K®(C : Am)}m

is an isomorphism for n > 1 (cf. 3.4). To prove (17) we adapt the proof in [19] that iif-unital rings are

if^-excisive. As in loc. cit, we consider the affine group

Gl(A) = Gl(A) K MlooA

We show in 3.6 that if the inclusion Gl(A) C Gl{A) induces a rational homology pro-isomorphism

(18) Hr(Gl(A°°)) ^ Hr{Gl{A°°))

then (17) is satisfied for every diagram (9) and thus A is oo-excisive. The proof that (18) is an isomorphism

whenever A is an ideal of a free unital Q-algebra follows from 3.8 and 3.14. For ideals of free unital rings

it follows from the previous rational case using the arguments of [19] 6.2 and 6.3. •

Lemma 3.1. Let A —> B be a homomorphism of unital Q-algebras carrying an ideal I<A isomorphically

onto an ideal of B. Then the map

K.(A,B : I) 4 K.(A,B : /) ® Q

is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to show that the group K,(A,B : I) is uniquely divisible. Let m € Z; there is a long

exact sequence

(19) Kn+i(A,B:I,Z/m)->Kn{A,B:I)--%

Kn(A,B : I) -> Kn{A,B : I,Z/m)

By [21] the groups in both extremes are zero. •

3.2. The Chern character. Let A be a unital ring. We write BG for the nerve of the group G; thus

for us BG is a pointed simplicial set. The rational plus construction of the general linear group is the

Bousfield-Kan dj-completion

KQ(A)~Q00BGl(A)

The space K®(A) is the 0-th space of a nonconnective spectrum ([10])

K®A := {KQ(EnA) ^ nATQ(Sn+1^))n>0

where £ is Karoubi's suspension functor. The general framework of the previous section produces a

character

cT : KQ(A) -> TKQ(A)

which at the level of homotopy groups gives a map

<Z:Kn(A)->TKn(A) (n€Z)
li



On the other hand we have the Jones-Goodwillie character

Kn(A) -> HNn(A) (n e Z)

For n > 1 we define this map as in Loday's book ([15]). To extend the definition for n < 0 one considers

the sequence

(20) 0 -> MooA ->• I\4 -> £A -> 0

where F is Karoubi's cone functor. As A is unital, M^A is excisive for both if-theory and HN (cf. [22])

and has the same K- and negative cyclic homology groups as A. Moreover K*(TA) = HN*(TA) = 0.

Thus by naturality we get a commutative diagram with vertical isomorphisms

Kn{A) ±-

which says that the map

(21) chn := chn+TXr : Kn(A) -> HNn(A)

does not depend on r > 1 — n. Tensoring with Q and composing with the natural map HNn(A) ® Q —»

HNn(A ® Q) we get a rational Chern character

cfcn : ̂ ( A ) -»• HNn(A ® Q) (n € Z)

Lemma 3.3. T/iere is a natural isomorphism HNn(A ® Q) = rn/sT
Q(yl) n̂ € ZJ lyftic/i makes the

following diagram commute

HNn(A®Q)

Proof. Let CN>i be the truncation of the negative cyclic complex whose homology in dimension n is

HNn for n > 1 and 0 for n < 0. Write SN for the simplicial abelian group the Dold-Kan correspondence

associates to CN>i, and SNQ = SN(?<g>Q). By [3], 5.1 and 5.5, there is a homotopy fibration sequence

(22) M(T,Ainf, K®)

Applying M.(Ainf, ?) we get another homotopy fibration

(23) M(Ainf, H(E(?) in /, K
Q)) -»• M(Ainf, KQH) ->• M(Ainf,

There is a natural map of sequences going from (23) to (22); because the functor E preserves nilpotent

extensions, the natural map between the two extremes on the left-hand side is an equivalence (by [2],

5.0). By the proof of [3], 5.1, M(Ainf, SN®) is nullhomotopic; from the sequence (20), excision and the

fact that 5JV(F(?)) is nullhomotopic, it follows that B.(Ainf, SNQE) is nullhomotopic. Taking fibers and
12



loopspaces we get a homotopy commutative diagram

T°K®(A)

The lemma follows upon taking homotopy groups and using (21). •

Lemma 3.4. Let A € Ass, and assume that for every diagram (9) the natural map of pro-vectorspaces

is an isomorphism for n > 1. Then A is oo-excisive for K-theory.

Proof. There is a map of exact sequences

\\mm
l K®+l{B : Amf *- ixnK9{B : A°°) »• limm K%(B : .4"')

The hypothesis implies that the vertical arrows on both extremes are isomorphisms for n > 1 and that

the leftmost vertical arrow is an isomorphism for n = 1. Because /f-theory is excisive in dimension < 0,

the map

K$(B : Am) -4 K%{C : Am)

is an isomorphism for all m and all n < 0. We conclude that, under the hypothesis of the lemma, the

vertical map in the middle of the diagram above is an isomorphism for all n £ Z. •

Notation 3.5. As from now on, group homology is always taken with rational coefficients. Thus if G is a

group, we write

Hr{G) := Hr(G,Q) (r>0)

Proposition 3.6. Let A £ Ass. Assume that the inclusion Gl(A) C Gl(A) induces an isomorphism of

pro-abelian groups

(24) Hr(Gl{A°°)) -=> Hr(GJ{A°°))

for all r > 1, and that the same is true with A°v substituted for A. Then A is oo-excisive for K®.

Proof. Let i : Gl(A) C Gl(A) be the inclusion and p : Gl(A) -> Gl(A) the projection. Because pt = 1,

up must induce the identity in pro-homology. This means that for every n and every r there exists

k = k(n,r) > n such that ipak,n — o~k,n on Hr(Gl(Ak)). If Aop also satisfies this, then the argument of

[19], Prop. 1.5. shows that

(25) ak,n(Hr(Gl(Ak))) c (Hr(Gl(Ak)))Gl^

Next the argument of [19], Coro. 1.6 proves that if A<B is an embedding as an ideal of a unital algebra

B then (25) holds with Gl(B) subsituted for Gl(Z)

(26) ak,n(Hr(Gl(Ak))) c (

13



Let Gl(B/A) be the image of Gl{B) in Gl{B/A). Write F(B : A) for the fiber of the fibration K®(B) ->

QooBGl(B/A). Then F(B : A) is the connected component of K®(B : A). By the previous lemma,

to show that A is oo-excisive it suffices to show that if B -¥ C is as in (9) then the natural map

a : F(B : A°°) —> F(C : A°°) of pro-spaces induces an isomorphism of homotopy pro-groups, or in

other words that it is a pro-homotopy equivalence. By 1.5 we are reduced to showing it is a pro-

homology equivalence. By the argument of [19], Coro. 1.8, it is enough to prove that the natural map

BGl(A°°) -> F(B,A°°) is a rational pro-homology equivalence. This follows as in [19], Coro. 1.7, using

the levelwise Serre spectral sequence and then 1.2 and 1.4. •

Notation 3.7. In the next proposition, E{A) C Gl(A) is the elementary subgroup, T^{A) C Gln(A) is

the triangular subgroup defined by the partial order r, and UT,nBT^ C BGl is the union over all n and

all finitely supported partial orders T.

Proposition 3.8. Let A € Ass, i : Gl(A) —> Gl(A) the inclusion. The following are equivalent.

(a) The map L induces a pro-isomorphism

Hr{Gl(A°°)) ->• HT(G^l{A°°)) (Vr > 0)

(b) The map i induces a pro-isomorphism

Hr(E(A°°)) -> Hr(E(A°°)) (Vr > 0)

(c) The map t induces a pro-isomorphism

{Hr([jBTZ(Am))}m -> {Hr(\jBJZ(Am))}m (Vr > 0)
Tl,T 7l,T

Proof. Let C(A) = [Gl(A),Gl(A)]. We have a natural map of short exact sequences
C(A) • Gl(A) > Glab{A)

i _i ____ 1"
C(A) > Gl(A) »• Gl(A)/C(A)

This map induces a level map of pro-Lyndon-Serre spectral sequences

£&, = {Hp(Glab(A
n),Hq(C(An)))}n =^ Hp+q{Gl{An))

£&, = {Hp(Glab(A
n),Hq(C(An)))}n =^ Hp+q(Gl(A"))

The inclusions

C(A2"+1) c E{A2") E(A2"+1) c [E(A2"), E{A2")]

Induce mutually inverse pro-isomorphisms

{Hp(Glab(A
n),Hq(C(An))}n - {Hp(Glab(A

n),Hq(E(An))}n

Similarly,

{Hp(Glat(An),Hq{C(An)))}n = {Hp(Glab(A
n),Hq(E(An))}n

The proof that (a) <=> (b) now follows using [19] 1.14, and 1.2 and 1.4. That (b) <==> (c) follows from

[19] 2.9 and 2.7, and 1.2. •
14



Notation 3.9. In the following lemma and below, gin(A) is the general linear Lie algebra, cn(^4) =

[gln{A),gln(A)}, sln(A) = ker(Trace: gln{A) -> A/[A,A]), and zn{A) C gln(A) is the Lie subalgebra

generated by the matrices eij(a) (i ^ j , a 6 A).

Lemma 3.10. Let A € Ass, n > 3. Then

n — 1 n

n —1

Proof. Straightforward. •

Corollary 3.11.

sln(A
2) c cn(A) c sln{A)

sln(A
2) C cn(A) c stn(A)

D

Notation 3.12. In the following proposition, t̂ (̂ 4) C 0(n(^4) is the triangular Lie subalgebra defined by

the partial order r (cf. [19]). We put

9ln+i(A) D gln(A) = { ( j j I J - 9 & 0ln(A),v e M n ^ A ) }

and for gn(A) = sln(A),cn(A),tn(A),

gn(A)=gn+1(A)ngln(A)

If gn{A) is either gln(A) or as above, then g(̂ 4) with no subscript stands for Ungn(^4). In the proposition

below, A is a Q-algebra and Lie algebra homology is taken with coefficients in Q. We write

for all Lie algebras g appearing below. The groups Hm (g) are the homology of the the Chevalley-Eilenberg

complex C»(g).

Proposition 3.13. Let A e Ass, i: gl(A) -» gl{A) the inclusion. The following are equivalent.

(a) The map i induces a pro-isomorphism

Hr(gl(A°°)) ^ Hr(gl(A°°))

(b) The map i induces a pro-isomorphism

Hr(t(A°°)) -> Hr(t(A°°))
15



(c) The map i induces a pro-isomorphism

{Hr([jC(en(A
m))}m -> {

n,r n,r

Proof. To start, mimic the proof of [19] 2.9, to show that the actions of e(A2) on H(i/(A)) and of l(A2)

on i>{A) are trivial. Then use 3.10 and imitate the proof of [19], 1.14, to get that the actions of gl(A) on

Hr(sl(A)), of gl(A2) on H.(t{A)), of gl(A) on H.(sl(A)) and of QI(A2) on i(A) are trivial. Then follow

as in the proof of 3.8. •

Proposition 3.14.

(a) Let F be a free unital Q-algebra, A<F an ideal. Then the natural inclusions Tn(A) C Tn{A) (n > 1)

induce a pro-isomorphism

(b) Let F be a free unital ring, A<F an ideal. Then the natural inclusions Tn{A) C Tn(A) (n > 1) induce

a pro-isomorphism

{H,(\jBT^Am),Q)}m = {H.(\jB7Z(Am),Q)}m
n,T n,T

Proof, (a) Following the proof of [19], 6.1, if R is a ring, we write R\ for the ring of 2 x 2 matrices

M^DRr-^i^ o) :a'b&R}

It is shown in [22] 9.1. and 11.1, that Ri is //-unital if R is, and that in that case the canonical inclusion

r —» ei)i(r) induces an isomorphism in cyclic homology. We apply the functor R —> Ri levelwise to our

pro-algebra ^4°°, to obtain a pro-algebra Af. The hypothesis that A be an ideal of a free algebra implies

(cf.[4] 4.2 and 4.3), that the bar pro-homology vanishes

(27) Hb
r
aT{A°°) = 0 (r > 0)

We wish to show that

(28) Hh
r
aT{Af) = Q ( r > 0 )

and that the inclusion A00 C A^° induces a pro-isomorphism

(29) HCr(A°°) = HCr(Af) (r > 0)

The argument of the proofs of [22] 9.1 and 11.1 together with the observation that, in view of (27), we

have

(30) {Hb
T

ar{An) ® Vn} = 0 (r > 0)

for every pro-vectorspace V, show both (28) and (29). Next, we want to prove that there are pro-

isomorphisms

(31)

In his paper [13], Hanlon proves a formula for the Lie algebra cohomology of the general linear Lie

algebra of a not necessarily unital C-algebra A of finite dimension. Suslin and Wodzicki have checked
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that Hanlon's proof works for any ground field k D Q with no finiteness assumptions and that the dual

formula holds for homology (cf. [23], [18]). Thus for every Q-algebra R there is an isomorphism

HT(gl(R)) = (A#C.-i(i?)) r © (faFiiH^iR) <8> Vi))r (r > 0)

where Ft is a functor which takes 0 to 0, the Vi are vectorspaces which do not depend on R, and the

second sum involves only finitely many distinct bar homology groups for each fixed r. The identities (31)

follow from this, together with (27), (28) and (30). The rest of the proof of both (a) and (b) follows as

in [19]. •
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